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Skinny Bitch: A No-Nonsense, Tough-Love Guide for Savvy Girls Who Want
To Stop Eating Crap and Start Looking Fabulous!
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Not your typical boring diet book, this is a tart-tongued, no-holds-barred wakeup call to all women
who would like to be thin." Skinny Bitch espouses a healthful way of living that promotes
wholegrains, fruits, and vegetables, and encourages ladies to get excited about sense "clean and
pure and energized. Behind all of the attitude, however, there's solid assistance. Unlike standard
diet plan books, it in fact makes the reader laugh out loud with its truthful, smart-mouthed
revelations. With such blunt assistance as, "Soda is normally liquid Satan" and "You are a total
moron if you feel the Atkins Diet will make you slim," it's a rallying cry for all savvy ladies to start
eating healthy and looking radiant.
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I REALLY LIKE THIS BOOK! Awesome book, very beneficial. Just the kick-start I needed. It is for
healthful eating which normally leads you to healthy body composition WITH exercise.! An
instrument for change and find out about our food today A great trip to understand our diet plan
origin and it outcomes, and also a way to love yourself again nurture your body and respect and
like our environment and their habitants Great read! Until people stop helping the badly run farms
by buying their products, they will keep on doing whatever they can to help make the most cash
they can. I was looking for motivation to lose excess weight but being known as a unwanted fat
cow or pig continuously made you want to throw it in the fireplace. Thats not really veganism..
Well not this one! The comical language and references while stating details makes it an
excellent, interesting read. I'm starting my new "Skinny Bitch" life-style tomorrow and I can't wait.
This book isn't for weight (muscles and fat) loss. :-) Five Stars Great book- 30 lbs straight down in
two months! It really depends upon how you decide to take it. largely because of the Skinny Bitch
and I am very happy to have their recipes I am almost 99% vegan, largely because of the Skinny
Bitch and We am very happy to have their recipes. Very helpful. Portion on animal farms was
hard to read... It would have already been nice if I had find this book before I became a vegan. " I
might have lost a whole lot of fat the first year" if I have had this book. Entertaining. I recommend
scanning this reserve "before" you begin and it will help you after aswell. This book actually
helped me a lot! These ladies possess put their values out there These ladies possess put their
values away there, with the idea of posting what they know, useful information to all or any those
ready and ready to hear it.! Love this publication! I consider this with me just about everywhere I
head to help me with my shopping. The truth is, for both planet and ourselves, we could probably
all stand to consume a little less in the form of animal items and a lot more in the form of whole
fruits, vegetables, coffee beans, and nuts. That was ingenious!.!! and Thank You! Vegan,
vegetarian, pescetarian, omnivore - whatever you select, research all the options and perform it
mindfully. Some good advice in fun writing style This book was published in 2005. At that age
group, the horrible writing didn't bother me and the strictness of it didn't either. but easily am
going to write a genuine review, you should know that it is basically a vegan manifesto. But the
book clearly claims (in 2005) why we are in need of carbohydrates for our health and wellness. In
2005, we had been middle of low-carb diet plan fad. The publication not only shows great quality
recipes, but also explains why we have to choose organic over regular and what to search for in
ingredient labels. These authors are truly inspiring and will keep you laughing simultaneously
throughout the book. They don't really sugarcoat, they tell it enjoy it is. Scanning this book offers
you good knowledge of healthy eating, nevertheless, you should update your knowledge reading
newer non-fad diet books. I also browse the publication, "Skinny Bitch: Ultimate Everyday
Cookbook", written by among the authors. This book didn't follow this ridiculous fad. They've
done different things to catch our interest. In regards to a couple years afterwards I read this
publication recommended by a pal and at that time I felt it had been a great motivator to remain
on track. As a result, some contents are outdated such as treating saturated excess fat (cheese,
butter, and etc. But, as a 27 year old university educated single mother I think this publication is
horrible. I've attempted to read a lot of health books before but they were all therefore boring
these were difficult to read. And I come on sick of people phoning EVERYTHING toxic. Sure, I
possibly could drink less espresso but its not going to eliminate me or keep me fat. This
publication preys on girls, because as an adult this publication sucks. If your looking for a good
vegan motivator actually read not this. This sort of publication is what provides veganism a bad
name and scares people apart. Makes it seems like some horrible cult that phone calls you a fats
pig continuously a whips you invest the a painkiller or beverage coffee... Loved it It had been

informative and I appreciated all of the reference provided for truth checking. It would have been
nice if I had find this publication before I became . Extremely informative Funny book! A big
controversy of reviewers is the unnecessarily rude language. Which is strictly what I needed. So
greatful to the authors. Too much swearing though The realest book EVER!! It’s gonna make me
a Skinny Bitch! Is veganism the reply? No fatties apply! I really like skinny bitches! Fun read What
a fun browse. Informational, funny, honest, and right to the point. recommend this reserve if you
are looking into changing your eating habits, great launch to plant based life style.!. my favorite
portion of the reserve being the beginning of Chapter 10.! Five Stars easy to read, reaches the
idea. It's unnecessary but it is also catchy and fun in ways too. Everything is Wrong When I was
14 I went vegan. I did so it for a while, but my own body didn't tolerate it very well - but I
understand others who actually thrive on a vegan diet plan. For some, maybe. The meal plans
seem super skimpy but they haven't given amounts so we are able to adjust depending on our
individual caloric needs. I am discerning in my own meat purchase choices. If you are somebody
who is genuinely interested in a far more plant-based diet, presently there are - for me - better,
more pragmatic, less-smarmy books out now there to get good info from (anything by Michael
Pollan is a great place to start). I read this book in three days. Even though I prefer to eat some
meat, after scanning this book I'm not really afraid to stop meat or even trim in the past on eating
meats. Some day I may decide to. The reality of how animals are treated are appalling, really sad.
I think we are able to do better than this.. That's just being a rigid psycho and has nothing in
connection with helping the enviroment, yourself, or animals. That was the hardest issue I have
every done without help.! They perform their best to be motivating;) simply because pure evil. If
you are someone who is certainly repulsed by veg-evangelism, this publication is probably not for
you. My son's friend has a little farm and raises grain fed animals just and uses no drugs. I have
to say to the women who wrote this reserve. It’s blunt and it’s the truth! The arguments against it
have become compelling. I don't intend to cut meats from my diet totally but will cut back.
LOOKING FOR SOME Great VEGAN RECIPE BOOKS WITHOUT THE Great CARBS.
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